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Outline

• What is PhEMA: 
– Background/Overview inc. some of our publications 

explaining in more detail (w/ PubMED IDs)

– How PhEMA Authors & Executes phenotype 
algorithms

– Work in progress

• Intro. & demo. of :
– Authoring & 

– Executing w/ :
• command line

• GUI in progress (prototype)

… a phenotype alg. 
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Key lessons learned from eMERGE

• Algorithm design is a non-trivial an iterative process that 
requires experts, & manual chart review to confirm

• Standardized data representation key for transportability, 
…but some structured data (ICD Diagnoses) not as reliable as 
NLP (Natural Language Processing) of clinical records

• Initial plan of sharing SQL, XML, near executable pseudo-code 
didn’t work:  sharing flowcharts etc. helped… but still reliant 
on human interpretation & definitions often ambiguous

• … need a way to represent algorithms as both executable & 
human readable [Kho et al. Sc. Trans. Med 2011; 3(79): 1-7]. 
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Abstract 

Increasing interest in and experience with electronic health record (EHR)-driven phenotyping has yielded multiple 

challenges that are at present only partially addressed.  Many solutions require the adoption of a single software 

platform, often with an additional cost of mapping existing patient and phenotypic data to multiple representations.  

We propose a set of guiding design principles and a modular software architecture to bridge the gap to a 

standardized phenotype representation, dissemination and execution.  Ongoing development leveraging this 

proposed architecture has shown its ability to address existing limitations. 

Introduction 

Electronic health record (EHR)-based phenotyping is a rich source of data for clinical and genomic research
1
.  

Interest in this area, however, has uncovered many challenges including the quality and semantics of the data 

collected, as well as the disparate modalities in which the information is stored across institutions  and EHR 

systems
2, 3

.  Significant effort has gone into addressing these challenges, and researchers have an increased 

understanding of the nuances of EHR data and the importance of multiple information sources such as diagnostic 

codes coupled with natural language processing (NLP)
4, 5

.   

The process of developing a phenotype algorithm is complex – requiring a diverse team engaged in multiple 

iterations of hypothesis generation, data exploration, algorithm generation and validation 
6
.  The technical tools used 

during these phases vary across teams and institutions, driven in part by availability, licensing costs, technical 

infrastructure supported at an institution, and personal preference.  For example, initial feasibility queries may be 

conducted using a system like i2b2
7
 followed by in-depth analysis using statistical software (e.g. SAS) or structured 

query language (SQL) statements directly against a database.  A researcher may document the algorithm by listing 

steps in Microsoft Word, later converting it to an executable workflow using KNIME (https://www.knime.org/). 

Teams creating algorithms need to be able to quickly explore EHR data using tools that they are intimately familiar 

and comfortable with. However, once an algorithm has been established, the ability to represent and share the 

algorithm with other institutions in a standardized way currently poses some limitations.  While phenotype 

algorithms are currently published along with scientific publications or in repositories such as the Phenotype 

KnowledgeBase (PheKB, http://phekb.org), the representation is not standardized and executable at other 

institutions.  Phenotypes from the electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) network
8
 were represented 

as textual documents that needed to be interpreted by other institutions and adapted for local implementation
9
. 

A solution first requires unambiguous representation of algorithm logic and semantically rich patient data.  Next it 

needs an execution layer that combines the two, generating sharable and computable results.  Finally it needs a 

repository to share phenotypes and execution results for collaborative research.  In this work, we describe our 

approach towards creating a robust Phenotype Execution and Modeling Architecture (PhEMA; 

http://informatics.mayo.edu/PhEMA) to address these challenges.  

Background 

Several system architectures and implementations are reported in the informatics literature for electronic 

phenotyping.  One example is the i2b2 system, which leverages a service oriented architecture (SOA) to compose a 

system of individual “cells” 
7
.  Each cell is responsible for a particular function (e.g. project management, 

terminology management, query execution), and interacts via established application programming interfaces 

(APIs).  While i2b2 is not built on any formal standards, the broad adoption of the platform and its growing 

community has arguably made its database schema and APIs a “de facto” standard.  The i2b2 system has been 

adopted by many institutions, and it benefits from an active community that has extended the system with new 

functionality via additional cells and other extensions.  For example, the Eureka! platform includes a separate cohort 

authoring interface, which then feeds into an i2b2 instance for additional analysis
10

. Work has also been done to 

allow i2b2 to interoperate with the Health Quality Measure Format (HQMF), providing a more standardized option 

Figure 1. Phenotype Execution and Modeling Architecture (PhEMA) 

 

Discussion 

We propose PhEMA to support the multiple facets of EHR-based phenotyping.  There are notable similarities to 

other architectures and systems, but also clear differences.  For example, PhEMA leverages existing standards as 

much as possible for the interfaces between its components, while other systems primarily define their own. Also, 

we propose a comprehensive suite of components, including those not as formally defined in other systems (namely 

the Library and Validation).  These components are necessary to produce standardized phenotype definitions that 

may be shared with other sites, and to verify their accuracy.  The Validation system provides a way to define a gold 

standard against which the phenotype definition may be verified.  This is important to not only provide feedback on 

correct use of the Authoring system, but to assist in identifying breaking changes if the phenotype is modified. 

Software architectures themselves provide a critical blueprint for how a system may be developed, yet are not 

tangible.  Architectures such as PhEMA benefit from a reference implementation for multiple reasons.  First, the 

creation of actual software proves the validity of the proposed architecture.  More importantly, it allows institutions 

to adopt those systems for their own use.  It provides concrete source code showing the interoperability between 

components, aiding future developers in their own work.  As described, a reference implementation is currently 

under development, based on these recommended approaches and standards.  Ultimately this will include 

demonstrating adaptation of an existing system and the creation of a novel component.  For example – linking the 

Execution environment to an existing i2b2 instance and an institutional data warehouse, and developing a new 

Authoring environment while also demonstrating the ability to process logic created by the MAT.  We feel this 

approach is necessary to fully validate the modularity of the architecture, and to demonstrate the ability to use 

established systems with other novel components. 

While PhEMA provides a reference implementation, the details of each component are ultimately left to the adopter.  

For example, a Library component may be implemented as a simple database, a shared portal like PheKB.org, or 

tied to a version control system.  The Validation component may be one that uses a simulated patient chart, or may 

be tied to an actual EHR and chart abstraction system. 

The architecture is intended to support the diverse team of phenotype authors, and may be leveraged at any point in 

the phenotyping process.  At a minimum, we envision it will be used once a phenotype is fully defined and 

validated, and ready to be authored in a standardized manner. Our intent is to facilitate collaborative research by 

increasing the number of standardized phenotypes that may be shared and executed across institutions. 
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Step 1 of 2 – Authoring

• Create using standard representation of both 
clinical data & phenotype algorithm
– The entities (e.g. Diagnosis)

• QDM  (via Data Element Repository)

– How the entities are defined
• Value Sets 

– Value Set Authority Center

– Custom value sets stored in local repository

– The final artifact: both human readable & 
executable, & publically avail.
• HQMF (via health-data-standards library)

• Or CQL



Phenotype Authoring Tool

Elements 
loaded 
from 
DER
(Data
Element
Repository)

Search FHIR 
repositories

Compose 
definition 
from 
elements, and 
save as HQMF 
XML, JSON, 
etc.

https://projectphema.org:8181

https://projectphema.org:8181/
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PheKB Integration



Step 2 of 2 - Execution

• Execute against i2b2 or OHDSI

– Currently via command line

– GUI under development

• CQL (Clinical Quality Language, via ELM 
(Expression Logical Model)) or HQMF 
translated into i2b2 & OHDSI web API calls 

– i2b2: translated to i2b2 XML

– OHSDI: translated to OHDSI JSON:

Instructions:
https://github.com/PheMA/phema-executer

Version I’m using:
https://github.com/PheMA/phema-

executer/releases/tag/0.12

https://github.com/PheMA/phema-executer
https://github.com/PheMA/phema-executer/releases/tag/0.12


Work in progress

• Ability to represent NLP & ML (machine 
learning) in phenotype algs.

• Supporting integration w/ CDMs:

– Adding OHDSI OMOP export for OHDSI

– Improved for i2b2 

• Use of CQL (Clinical Quality Language)

• Focus groups and usability studies with 
stakeholders (eMERGE, PCORnet, others 
(maybe some of you?*)



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30124903

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30124903


BPH 
in 
PhAT
https://
github.com/
PheMA/
bph-use-case
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Let the show begin!
Demonstration of authoring and execution against i2b2

of a simplified BPH phenotype algorithm (no temporal 
relationships)
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